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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, a novel approach is proposed ‘Improved Exemplar Based Image Inpainting Method with Image Filtering 
Approach’. The proposed methodology aims to use of exemplar based inpainting technique with image filtering process 
to produce more efficient results and performance. 

Inpainting means filling of areas/regions of an image or video in such a way that the modified region(s) is visually 
agreeable to human eye. Inpainting technique has many applications such as, object removal in digital photos, removal 
of occlusions (date ,stamps ,logo etc.), such as large unwanted regions, red eye correction, super resolution, restoration 
of old films and paintings etc. Inpainting can also be use to create special effects by removing unwanted substance from 
the image. Image inpainting approaches may be roughly divided into two categories: (i) partial differential equation 
(PDE) based approach for structure propagation and (ii) exemplar-based approach for texture synthesis. In this work we 
have followed the latter one. This approach may be useful for different biometric system for enhancing the quality of 
input images [18-24]. 

 

 
Figure 1: In this picture D is the Damaged region on the basis of known region. 
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ABSTRACT: Inpainting means filling of areas/regions of an image or video in such a way that the modified 
region(s) is visually agreeable to human eye. Inpainting technique has many applications such as, object 
removal in digital photos, removal of occlusions (date ,stamps ,logo etc.), such as large unwanted regions, red 
eye correction, super resolution, restoration of old films and paintings etc. Inpainting can also be use to 
create special effects by removing unwanted substance from the image. Image inpainting approaches may be 
roughly divided into two categories: (i) partial differential equation (PDE) based approach for structure 
propagation and (ii) exemplar-based approach for texture synthesis. In this work we have followed the latter 
one. 
Restoration of a damaged/historical image has always been an important part of image processing and finds 
use in a surfeit of spheres. This process may be carried out manually or by using some automated techniques. 
Image inpainting is one such technique which helps us to accomplish these objectives by means of filling up 
the missing regions in the damaged images. We click many images and always want to keep them preserve 
for long time. And as the time past, those pictures got damaged (starches, cracks, Scratch, image data loss), 
the solution is image Inpainting. This technique can restore the lost parts of an image and reconstruct them 
based on the neighbor’s information.  
Keywords: Inpainting, Filtering, Image Restoration, Biometric, MSE, PSNR.   
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Image inpainting refers to repairing a damaged picture where part of the information has been lost. As shown in Figure 
1, for a corrupted image, where the inpainting domain D is missing and the content outside D (Ω) is known, image 
inpainting is to fill domain D which makes the whole picture  “meaningful” and looks like undamaged. 

Restoration Process: As we have already discussed using image inpainting we can recover lost or deteriorated portions 
of pictures by using information from its neighbors. If done manually, than this process can be very dreary and time 
consuming, for example, the task pertaining to restoring a valuable classic painting, would be assigned to a skilled art 
conservator. Artists and conservators have been using manual inpainting to revive damaged paintings for ages. But we 
can improve it, with the help of automation, digital image processing techniques available today, the same task can be 
carried out more efficiently and effectively in considerably lesser time. As it can be seen in the next image the 
restoration process [14-17].  

 
 
 

Figure 2: Restoration Basic Technique [2]. 

We can also use this to obect removal also as it can be seen in the next image where little elephant has been removed 
from the image. 

 
(a)     (b) 

Figure 3: Object removal Image inpainting (a) Original Image (b) Inpainted Image[3] 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Bertalmio et al. (2000) [4] Author proposed a method that attempted to restore the lost regions of damaged images by 
manually demarcating them by the use of some color.  

Shen et al. (2003) [5] aimed at providing an inpainting method that was based upon the Euler Elastica model. They 
studied the use of the existing models and partial differential equations for curves and their applicability to image 
inpainting. Euler Lagrange equation for curvature based inpainting was formulated.  

Criminisi et al. (2004) [6] provided an algorithm that could remove considerably larger objects from images. The 
algorithm used exemplar-based texture synthesis which was modulated by a unified approach to decide the sequence of 
filling target areas but was high on time complexity. 

Awate et al. (2006) [7] proposed an unsupervised, information theoretic, adaptive filter (UINTA) that improves 
predictability of intensities of pixels from their respective neighborhoods by reducing their combined entropy. Thus 
being nonlinear, nonparametric, adaptive, and unsupervised, it can restore a wide range of images with almost no 
parameter tuning data. 

Ntogas et al. (2008) [8] presented a binarization mechanism for historical manuscripts and images.  It divided the 
process into five distinct steps for the six defined categories of images and applied a refinement procedure on these to 

Damaged Image  Inpainted Image Masked Image 
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obtain enhanced results. The improved visual quality and readability of the image texture makes this technique viable 
and efficient to be used in various applications for preliminary processing of document images. 

Zongben Xu et al. (2010) [9] presented exemplar based inpainting by using the natural image patch’s sparsity. In 
contrast to traditional exemplar inpainting this method performs better in terms of distinguishing the structure and the 
texture and also sharper and consistent inpainted regions are obtained due to sparse representations. The results were 
demonstrated on both real and synthetic images. 

Zhen Xie et al. (2011) [2] compared and analyzed four existing inpainting algorithms and provided a novel inpainting 
algorithm that divided the damaged image into blocks with specific traits. The adaptive matching algorithm proposed 
could automatically choose suitable methods to inpaint every block to generate optimal results. They experimentally 
proved their algorithm could inpaint more effectively and efficiently. 

Sandhya N. et al. (2012) [10] analyzed the various kinds of noise that are present in historical documents that are based 
on Kannada, the predominant language in the state of Karnataka, India. Each noise is categorized by its source, 
obstacles posed to character recognition and the effects they have. The major types of noise identified in in historical 
documents are: a)   border, b) skew, c) noisy background, d) touching characters and e) degraded characters. 

Li et al. (2014) [1], [11] proposed an algorithm that uses compressed sensing (CS) in the frequency domain in order to 
recover damaged images. The image is disintegrated into two functions - structure and textual parts. The method 
ensured a decent restoration of the structure and quality of the image. The PSNR is generally high and the method has 
an edge in terms of time complexity. 

Kawade M.D et al. (2014) [3] proposed a technique to remove multiple object removal using adaptive patch selection. 
The method first divides the image into target region and the source region and then locates the best matching source 
patch based on the target region’s surrounding pixels. It provides a better result in terms of its execution time and 
PSNR. 

III. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
Image inpainting is the procedure of restoring/reconstruction and regenerating unknown regions in the image from the 
known regions by using their available information. There are many inpainting algorithms however each method has its 
own set of advantages and shortcomings. Majority of the techniques are working well but my goal is to address the 
issue of an image by laying emphasis on defects and degradations that are peculiar to such images. The images may 
contain damages such as: Scratches, Holes, Cracks, Water effects and unwanted marks on the image. The objectives of 
our work will be developing an improved algorithm having a: 
 Remove of all types of damages (Scratches/holes/cracks) and reconstruct it. 
 Better performance in terms of time, MSE, PSNR values compare to previous exampler based method 
 Good visual quality. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

We know that to remove any kind of noise filter may be used. S o here to improve the results of previous 
algorithms I will try some filters. After apply the filters the images will be given to the inpainting method with the 
damaged image and the results will be better in terms of time, MSE and PSNR values as describe via the next 
proposed flowchart. Let us see the designed algorithm to achieve these objectives. 

Algorithm:  
Step: 1 Load Images 
Load Reference Image 
Load Corrupted Image 
Load Mask Image 
Step: 2 Apply filter to Original image 
Use filter (wiener2) to the original image to improve the visual clarity 
Step: 3 Call Restoration Method 
Inpainting(Dimg,Mimg) 
Dimg= Damaged Image, Mimg= Masked Image 
Step: 4 Show the Output 
Confidence Term, Data Term and, Reconstructed Image 
Step: 5 Compare and evaluate the Results 
Comparative results in respect to MSE and PSNR 
Graphically Presentation of Results 
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V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 Filling-in the spoiled region is done according to the global features which helps preserving the texture 
 Continuing structural local properties from the source area into the damaged area which allows achieving better 

results in terms of the restored image perceived visual quality with the enhanced edges. 
 For pursuing this hybrid approach classifier SVM is proposed in order to avoid consideration of non-useful parts of 

the image for inpainting, thereby reducing the processing time. 

VI. EXAMPLER BASED TEXTURE SYNTHESIS APPROACH 

This algorithm is based on two fundamental principles. First, exemplar-based texture synthesis is sufficient to propagate 
extended linear structures and an additional synthesis mechanism is not required for handling isophotes (line of equal 
gray values). Second, the order of filling patches is of fundamental importance. [12,13]. 

 
Figure 8: (a) Original image and target region Ω, source region Φ, (b) The patch Ψp inpainted area (c) Similar 

candidate patches for the source region, (d) The best matched patch has been copied into Ψp [12] 

a) Noise Removal Filter  

wiener2 filter which is a 2-D adaptive noise-removal filtering. wiener2 lowpass-filters a grayscale image that has been 
degraded by constant power additive noise. wiener2 uses a pixel wise adaptive Wiener method based on statistics 
estimated from a local neighborhood of each pixel. 

Syntax 

J = wiener2(I,[m n],noise) 
[J,noise] = wiener2(I,[m n]) 
The input image I is a two-dimensional image of class uint8, uint16, int16, single, or double. The 
output image J is of the same size and class as I. 
b) SDK 

A software development kit (SDK or devkit) is typically a set of software development tools that allows the creation 
of applications for a certain software package, software framework, hardware platform, computer system, video game 
console, operating system, or similar development platform.  

VII. CONCLUSIONS  

Restoration of a damaged/historical image has always been an important part of image processing and finds use in a 
surfeit of spheres. This process may be carried out manually or by using some automated techniques. Image inpainting 
is one such technique which helps us to accomplish these objectives by means of filling up the missing regions in the 
damaged images. We click many images and always want to keep them preserve for long time. And as the time past, 
those pictures got damaged (starches, cracks, Scratch, image data loss), the solution is image Inpainting. This technique 
can restore the lost parts of an image and reconstruct them based on the neighbor’s information. 

We can say that, in the last means after implementation of our proposed work, the results will definitely be better than 
previous exampler method. To observe difference and to compare the performances of both methods a comparatively 
list will be made and the graphs will be generated. The comparison criteria will be MSE, PSNR and the quality of 
resulted image. 
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